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Who
we are

What we do?
&

Digital Infomedia Solution is an Organization to get extra mileage in promoting their 
messages products & services across the globe. Webcasting is the live broadcasting of video 
and audio via the Internet or Intranet. The advantage of a webcast is that it can also be 
watched or listened to later online by anyone who missed the live broadcast. Company 
Webcast makes a distinction between three types of webcasts: video webcast, audio 
webcast or a conference call webcast. Our services consist of an event webcast, a webcast 
subscription, a company network webcast, video production and webcast consultancy. A 
webcast is often combined with additional features such as PowerPoint slides, agenda 
items, appendices, questions, polls, chats etc.

Digital Infomedia Solution is made up of a team of 35 people started in 2006 we have spent 11 
years of quality service in the Digital space since we began in 2006. Varied IT segment 
experience of our people forms the core pillar of our o�erings.

Digital Infomedia Solution o�ers business presentation design service to promote your 
business or services to the potential buyers. Our presentation design service covers �ash 
presentation design, CD presentation for businesses, corporates, educational organisations 
and trainers. These presentations could include Power Point presentations, CD 
Presentations, Flash presentations and websites.

Digital Infomedia Solution maintain a customer centric approach and exhibit know-how in 
many areas of the evolving digital arena however webcasting is our forte. More than 5000 
Live Streaming Successfully done.



Digital Infomedia Solution
is an Organization to get extra mileage in promoting their messages 
products & services across the globe. Digital Infomedia Solution maintain a 
customer centric approach and exhibit know-how in many areas of the 
evolving digital arena however webcasting is our forte. We provide 
webcasting services in India.

WHAT
WE

DO
Webcast Services

Encoding Services

Social Media

Interactive Webcast Server SupportVideo Conferencing

On-Demand WebcastInternet TV & Radio

Flash Presentation

Secure Streaming
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Royal Dental Clinic's facilities, equipments, sterilization process, interior 
decor match the high International Standards of Dental care & Services. 
Patients can see their cavities, decay, tartar etc., before treatment & 
thereafter, during & following treatment on the Computer Screen & can 
also be supplied with copy of their record on a Computer CD.
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Impact Hospital has state-of-the-art infrastructure, highly experienced 
and quali�ed professionals, dedicated sta� and a patient-friendly 
organizational culture.
 
A state-of-the-art Multispecialty hospital in Bahadurgarh, Haryana, 
dedicated to provide high quality health care services to its patients. 
The super speciality hospital o�ers various health care services such as 
Cardiology, 24x7 emergency services, Nicu & Picu, ICU Ventilators, 
Physiotherapy, General & Laparoscopic surgery, Obstetrics & 
Gynaecology, 24/7 Accident & Trauma, Ophthalmology, Dentistry, 
Bones & Joints replacement, Neurology and Paediatrics.

Impact hospital aims to provide premium healthcare facilities at 
reasonable cost & pioneer in providing healthcare facilities. The 
hospital has 100 beds, modular operation theatres besides host of 
other facilities. We are committed to serve the communities by the 
highest quality patient care to them.

Impact Paramedical
And Health Institute 
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At the Best Hearing Clinics, we treat hearing loss and related auditory problems in people of all 
ages. The clinic works in close cooperation with a variety of specialists to provide state-of-the-art 
diagnostic and balance testing for patients with any degree of hearing loss or communication 
impairment.

We also provide a wide selection of hearing devices designed with advanced technology to suit your 
needs. We are associated with the global leader in intelligent audio solutions that let you hear more, 
do more and be more than you ever thought possible. We place people with hearing loss at the 
heart of everything we do.

From fully digital in the ear aid to custom-made hearing aids to fit your ear size you can find the 
entire range of hearing aid styles here.
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World's most advanced digital hearing aids 
from pioneer Companies like Starkey, Phonak 
and Oticon ar
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Panchkula
HEARING CLINIC
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The Oil and Natural Gas Corporation is a central public sector undertaking 
under the ownership of Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas, Govern-
ment of India. It is headquartered in New Delhi. ONGC was founded on 14 
August 1956 by the Government of India.

Oil and Natural Gas Corporation
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SIROVO

Sirovo e-Bikes come with a zero emission battery 
technology that helps you protect the environment

Sustainable and Eco-friendly
Sirovo e-Bikes come with a zero emission battery 
technology that helps you protect the environment

E-BIKES
07



Sustainable and Eco-friendly
Sirovo e-Bikes come with a zero emission battery technology 

that helps you protect the environment

Safe tech for every home: Our vision
Our e-bikes come with zero compromise in battery and chasis 

quality:

SIROVO

Sirovo e-Bikes come with a zero emission battery 
technology that helps you protect the environment

Sustainable and Eco-friendly
Sirovo e-Bikes come with a zero emission battery 
technology that helps you protect the environment

E-BIKES
Body of our Electrocins, follows safety standards
set by Honourable Government of India (ICAT approved)

Battery technology that are tried and tested over time:
Lead acid batteries for those who want a sure and safe charging path

LFP batteries with fast charging technology for the youth of India
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Talking about Coffee, modern day Ethiopia is knowns for its first 
usage of this iconic beverage. However neither where coffee 
was  first cultivated nor direct evidence of its prior consumption 
to the 15th century have been found. Sufi mon� asteries in 
Yemen employed coffee as  an aid to concentration during  
prayers .Coffee later spread to the Levant and Persia in the early 
16th century; it caused some controversy on whether it was 
halal in Ottoman and Mamluk society.

Social Media Design

JC CAFE
A Coffee House  which 
aims at serving you the 
best.
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It has survived not only five centuries, but also the leap into 
electronic typesetting, remaining essentially unchanged. It was 
popularised in the 1960s with the release of Letraset sheets 
containing Lorem Ipsum passages, and more recently with 
desktop publishing software like Aldus PageMaker including 
versions of Lorem Ipsum.
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It has survived not only five centuries, but also the leap into electronic typesetting, remaining essen-
tially unchanged. It was popularised in the 1960s with the release of Letraset sheets containing Lorem 
Ipsum passages, and more recently with desktop publishing software like Aldus PageMaker including 
versions of Lorem Ipsum.
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 Instagram Account Set-Up
 Write applicable posts
 Instagram Followers/M - 10%
 Monthly Post Regular Updates
 Maintain pro�le
 #Hashtag Trend Research
 Instagram Posts Like
 Query Reply on Social Media
 Instagram Analytics Monitoring
 Instagram Paid Ads*

FB Page Creation

FB Regular Updates

FB Application Integration

FB Page Likes/M - 10%

FB Timeline Design

FB Pro�le Design

Boost Post & Advert*

Twitter Page Creation

 Twitter Regular Updates

 Twitter Pro�le Design Intergration

 Twitter Tweet Favourite

 Twitter List Management

 Twitter Followers/M - 10%

Pinterest Account Creation

Sourcing of pin board content

Creation of custom business URL

Pinterest Followers

Re-pinning of relevant content

Updating of pin boards

Following of relevant Pinners

Linkedin Business Page Creation

Linkedin Account Management

Linkedin Regular Updates

Linkedin Pro�le Maintenance

Linkedin Advertisement*

YouTube Channel Creation

 Video Upload

Instagram
Marketing

Facebook
Marketing

Twitter
Marketing

Pinterest
MarketingLinkedin

Marketing

YouTube
Marketing

PRICING PAGE

(15 Posts)
25,000 /-
Month



Thank you!


